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Web technology Description Category of technology

Wikis, commenting, 
shared workspaces 

workspaces 
Facilitates cocreation of 
content/applications across large, 
distributed set of participants 

Broad collaboration

Blogs, podcasts, 
videocasts, peer to 
peer

Offers individuals a way to 
communicate/share information with 
broad set of other individuals 

Broad Collaboration

Prediction markets, 
information markets, 
polling

Harnesses the collective power of 
the community and generates a 
collectively derived answer 

Collective estimation 

Tagging, social 
bookmarking/filtering, 
user tracking, ratings, 
RSS 

Adds additional information to primary 
content to prioritize information or make 
it more valuable

Metadata creation

Social networking, 
network mapping

Leverages connections between people 
to offer new applications.

Social graphing
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Value drivers and their potential impact
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Value driver Potential impact

Improved ability 
to target 
profitable 
customers

Social technologies provide a strong feedback source with takes into account 
customer recommendations, opinions, trends, feelings and sentiment analysis. By 
organizing and structuring this feedback, knowledge intensive technologies would 
gather a reliable and intensive data pool for future marketing focus and targeting on 
the suitable customers

Integrated 
offerings across 
channels 

The huge amount of Social Technologies creating and gathering data stemming from 
different sources ranging from RSS feeds to Twitter-based raw information provide 
sufficient data to use a lightweight approach of Semantic Technologies (basically, 
RDF based querying and data extraction) which builds up a corpus of structured 
offering that can be integrated in a number of channels. Offerings are then 
expressed like lightweight or shallow ontologies associated to customers and 
channels. 

Improved sales 
force efficiency 
and effectiveness 

Feedback from the customer is vital to improve sales force efficiency and 
effectiveness. In a nutshell, they harness the throughput of the 
organization from an economic viewpoint. By using social technologies, a 
number of opinions and ratings about that efficiency are market watched 
and peered over. Classification and rewards of that efficiency driven by the 
social data are value-added mechanisms

Improved pricing Prices are subjective and hence can be highly influenced by Social Technologies. The 
implicit knowledge would assess the suitability of prices, by creating a more accurate 
prince range for a particular product based on the customer viewpoint
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Value driver Potential impact

Improved customer 
service efficiency 
and effectiveness

Emerging customer service efficiency strategies are changing the 
current business landscape. With the application of Semantic 
Technologies, service can be improved on a domain basis, such as 
those services based on science, education and health, especially 
regarding their adaptability, interoperability and, derived from both of 
these characteristics, the incorporation of cognitive and reasoning 
capabilities. 

Customized 
products and 
services

Customization is the most important feature stemming from both Social and 
Semantic Technologies. Both provide a strong theoretical and practical 
framework to customize products based on preferences, recommendations and 
subjective-oriented parameters.  Products and services customized through ad-
hoc ontologies or Web 2.0 folksonomies are a real-world implementation of the 
old promise of marketing one-to-one. 

Individualized 
marketing 
messages

In the Knowledge Representation research field, ontologies and Semantic 
Technologies not only use knowledge representation to personalize the 
messages and make them individual oriented, but also enable the sharing and 
reuse of knowledge components inside the messages.

Value, brand and 
relationship equity 
drive overall 
customer equity

Despite brand value is a very abstract concept Social Technologies can strongly 
help to develop the brand from a customer perception standpoint. Coca Cola´s 
use of Social Networks and the opinions of fans of a particular product to foster 
ongoing improvement of their products is simply the tip of the iceberg. Brand 
value remains a challenging field to explore with the help of knowledge-
oriented technologies. 6
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